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        Branded short links with a personal touch

        Shorten, customize, target and measure your branded links.
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    Shorten links with your custom domain name

    Personalize your links for the best possible customer experience on the web, on social media, in an email campaign, or on a mobile app.
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            Shortened link branding

            Personalize short links by adding your own domain name.
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            Multiple domains

            Seamlessly manage multiple custom domains and subdomains.
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            Editable destination URLs

            Change the destination URL of your branded short links anytime.
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            Customizable short link slugs

            Create personalized URL alias using a keyword of your choice.

          

        

      

    

  




  
    Analyze and optimize your audience engagement

    
      Analyze the performance of your custom links in one convenient dashboard.
      

      Increase your links' click-through rate by 30% or more.
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            Track real-time visitor data

            Collect and analyze time, referrers, languages, devices and locations.
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            All of your links' stats in one view

            Powerful analytics and multi-channel overview of all links.
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            QR code scan stats

            Gain useful insights of your QR code’s performance.
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            Short links and stats never expire

            Create unlimited amount of short links each month.

          

        

      

    

  




  
    How branded links work

    Simple but powerful management - easy to set up, effortless to use.
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            Simplify your long link to short custom vanity link.
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            Share across your marketing channels.
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            Get insightful reports to understand your audience.
          

        

      

    

  




  
    Use branded links with other features for maximum results

    Optimize your marketing strategy and drive efficiency with fully customizable and automated dynamic link management tools across the web, mobile and social media.
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            Smart links
            Target your links according to time and geolocation across all devices and channels.

            LEARN MORE
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            URL Shortening API
            Integrate dynamic short links and click statistics right with your application.

            LEARN MORE
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            Unlimited links
          

          Shorten as many links as you want. No monthly limit or expiry.
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            Editable shortened URL
          

          Create custom URL slugs (slashtags, alias) with a keyword of your choosing.
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            Destination URL modification
          

          Edit destination (target, default) URL of your shortened links for flexibility & efficiency.
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            Detailed statistics
          

          Analyze and compare the performance of short links in a certain period of time.
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            Insightful notifications
          

          Get actionable stats and reports of your links' status straight to your email.
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            Facebook cache clearing
          

          Always up-to-date META information when posting links on Facebook.
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            QR code generator
          

          Create high-quality QR codes from your short links and track the scan statistics.
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            Capsulate email address
          

          Master the email productivity by shortening your email address and tracking inbox conversions.
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            Private click stats
          

          Your business is too important to let others see your metrics. Use private links to secure your data.
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            Password protected
          

          Protect your short links by asking visitors to enter a password you initially specified.
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            Folders
          

          Stay organized & productive with folders to carry on and easily manage your links.
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            Import from Bitly
          

          Import branded links from Bitly into Capsulink with ease & peace of mind.

        

      

    

  




    
                Learn from the best — our customers

        Branded links are especially helpful for marketers and digital agencies that aim to increase their brand awareness and engagement in cross-channel marketing campaigns.
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                Flexibility for marketers

                “As a startup, we try to reach maximum marketing results with limited resources. Capsulink is an advanced URL shortener that has allowed me to improve my  social media maintenance and link management routine, saving both - my time and resources. We’ve also used Capsulink on our mobile app design, which has saved tons of time when re-submitting apps to the App Store. Customizable Smart links allow us to target our customers precisely according to their devices. It’s a small price for a huge reward - I highly recommend it!”

                
                    
                    Martin Ruden, inBudget
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                Improved workflow for agencies

                “Building trust with our clients is one of the core values of our digital agency and that’s why we have chosen Capsulink - an easy-to-use and low-cost URL shrinking tool that ensures that our content reaches our audience every time. Not only has it helped us to share our links more effectively and personalise our content, manage and track multiple custom domains and gain smart insights to optimize our efforts, Capsulink has also given us a guaranteed advantage over companies that don’t invest in capsulated links. It’s worth every penny!"

                
                    
                    Joe Purves, DMG
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                Marketing tool for brands

                “Since we started using Capsulink, my company has saved both time and money. Before putting my links in capsules, I was risking to lose traffic and clients because of broken pages and links. Now, I don’t have to worry about it. And on top of it, Capsulink developer tools offer great digital marketing automation options and an URL shortening API that makes the work of our developer easier every day.”

                
                    
                    Max Shadurskiy, Socialphotos
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                Promotion tool for content creators

                “I signed up for Capsulink to make my links more presentable and attractive. However, soon I realized that the most value I got was from its analytical tools. I can easily evaluate what’s performing well and what’s not, and I feel like I know much more about my audience since I started using Capsulink - it’s a huge benefit!"

                
                    
                    Christopher Walsh, Copy Hacker
                

            

        


        
    




  
    Get started in seconds. It's free

    Join thousands of marketers, agencies, startups, and enterprises from 83 countries.


    
  SIGN UP WITH YOUR EMAIL ADDRESS

  
    
    Enter a valid email

  

  
    
  

  
  OR SIGN UP WITH
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        Your questions, answered

        Still have questions like what is a branded short link or how to set up your own custom domain? No worries, we're here to assist you.

        VISIT HELP CENTER
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        Access Premium Features
        
            
                
            
        
    
    
        This is a premium feature. Upgrade now to enjoy the full potential of Capsulink.
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